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Observation of Electron-Phonon Interaction with Soft Phonons in SuperconductingRNi2B2C
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The point-contact (PC) spectra of the electron-phonon interaction (EPI) in the superconducting
RNi2B2C (R  Ho, Y) compounds reveal strong EPI with low-energy (4–9 meV) phonons, unlike
the case of nonsuperconducting LaNi2B2C. The PC-EPI spectral functions for all three compounds
are determined and lower limits for the EPI interaction parameterl estimated. Besides, an unusual
suppression of the PC-EPI spectral intensity by the external magnetic field was observed for the
superconducting compounds, unlike the nonsuperconducting one. [S0031-9007(97)02299-0]
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The recently discovered intermetallic compound
RNi2B2C (R  rare earth, Y) show a very rich interplay
between superconductivity and magnetism with relative
high superconducting and magnetic critical temperatur
[1,2]. Their crystal structure resembles that of the high-Tc

superconductors although electronically they are rath
three-dimensional metals. The magnetic moments
the Ho ions order ferromagnetically in the basal plan
exhibiting just above the Néel temperature (5 K) a
incommensurate spiral structure along thea and c axes
[3–5]. The inelastic neutron scattering reveals low
temperature softening of low-energy phonon branches
the nonmagnetic superconducting LuNi2B2C [6] at about
the same reduced wave vectorsap . 0.55 at which the
spin-density wave appears in the magnetic isostructu
compounds. Theoretical calculations show that there
an essential nesting of the Fermi surface at about this p
ticular wave vector [7]. The fact that the superconductin
transition temperature of the compounds containing ma
netic rare earth ions are lower than those of nonmagne
ones indicates that there is significant exchange coupl
between thef electrons and the conduction electrons. A
these observations point to the possible strong interact
between magnetic and vibrational degrees of freedo
in these compounds, determining self consistently t
resulting mechanism of Cooper pairing. Similar mixing o
various interactions one may expect for the heavy-fermi
and high-Tc superconductors.

Although it was proposed that these compounds f
into the class of common phonon-mediated supercond
tors there is disagreement as to which phonons play
major role. Mattheisset al. [8] emphasize the role of
high-energy (̄hv  106 meV) boronA1g vibrations while
Pickett and Singh [9] point on the importance of low
energy phonon branches. The first point of view find
confirmation in the observation of an appreciable boro
isotope effect in YNi2B2C [10] while the second goes
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in line with the recent findings of strong phonon sof
ening in LuNi2B2C [6]. A recent comparative study
of the normal-state transport and magnetic propert
of nonsuperconducting LaNi2B2C and superconducting
YNi 2B2C (Tc  15.4 K) and HoNi2B2C (Tc  8.7 K)
has revealed new anomalies in their temperature dep
dences which forced the authors to question the phon
mediated pairing mechanism in these compounds [11].

In the present point-contact (PC) study, for the fir
time an attempt is made to determine the electron-phon
interaction (EPI) Eliashberg functions for all three com
pounds yielding lower limits for the EPI parameterl. We
have found that the strong interaction of conduction ele
trons with soft phonons is what distinguishes the EPI
the superconducting materials from that in the nonsup
conducting LaNi2B2C. The strong suppression of the so
phonons spectral intensity by the external magnetic fie
observed for both superconducting materials unlike for
nonsuperconducting one, proves the tight connection
tween the electron-phonon interaction and magnetism.

The point-contact spectroscopy enables one to de
mine directly the spectral function of the EPI as we
as the interaction of conduction electrons with other e
mentary excitations in metals [12]. The method consi
of measuring the nonlinear current-voltage characteris
of metallic (nontunneling) contacts with a characteris
size smaller than the inelastic electron mean free p
linsT , eV d at a given temperatureT and voltageV . The
differential resistanceR  dVydIsV d is directly propor-
tional to the energy-dependent scattering rate of the c
duction electrons. Unlike the traditional elastic tunnelin
spectroscopy of superconductors [13] the measurem
are carried out in the normal state and are equally eff
tive for metals both with strong and weak EPI. In case
a ballistic regime of electron flow between dissimilar ele
trodes with strongly different Fermi velocities the secon
derivative of theI-V characteristic is directly proportiona
© 1997 The American Physical Society 935
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to the PC EPI spectral functiongPCsvd  a
2
PCsvdFsvd

of the metal with the smaller Fermi velocityyF [12],

d ln R
dV

sV d 
4
3

ed
h̄yF

gPCsvdj h̄veV ; sT . 0d. (1)

The functiongP Csvd is similar to the Eliashberg function
with a

2
PCsvd being the averaged EPI matrix element wit

kinematic restrictions imposed by the contact geome
and Fsvd the phonon density of states. The conta
diameterd is determined by the resistance at zero bi
R0 in the normal state via the Sharvin expression [12].
case of copperd . 30y

p
R0fVg nm, which we shall use

for further estimates.
The investigated HoNi2B2C and YNi2B2C compounds

were single crystals grown by a Ni2B flux-growth tech-
nique [14] and the polycrystalline LaNi2B2C was made
by arc-melting and subsequent annealing [2]. The po
contacts are made directly in the cryostat between a
or Ag bar and the compounds. For the single crystals
mostly investigated contacts against theab-plane edges,
because this contact orientation gave the best superc
ducting properties in the point-contact spectra [15]. F
each of the compounds we have recorded spectra w
either of the counter electrodes with essentially the sa
results. During one run many contacts at different sit
of the crystal surface are investigated. Typical contact
sistances are about1 V corresponding to the contact siz
of about 30 nm. This is of the same order of magnitu
as the electron mean free path in the starting mater
Thus one may expect the spectroscopic regime of c
rent flow [d # minslin,

p
linled, le being elastic scattering

mean free path] not to be violated for the best conta
studied. Since the diameter of a contact is much sma
than a crystalline size, also in the case of polycrystalli
LaNi2B2C we probe the spectra of a single crystal thoug
of unknown orientation. These spectra are reproducib
A magnetic field up to 10 T can be applied either alon
theab plane or perpendicular to it.

In Fig. 1 the PC spectra are shown for all three com
pounds in the normal state (by applying the requisite ma
netic field at 4.2 K). The experimental data are almo
symmetric with respect to the applied bias voltage. T
contacts chosen for Fig. 1 belong to the best according
the following criteria. First, theRsV d curves in the super-
conducting state reveal the expected Andreev-reflect
structure evidencing that the PC spectra refer to the sup
conducting phase of the material under the contact [1
Second, the spectra shown correspond to the smal
overall increase of the differential resistance (of abou
few tens of %), while the phonon-related structure rema
clearly discernible from the monotonically rising back
ground. The PC spectrum of HoNi2B2C (Fig. 1) exhibits
strong peaks at about 4 and 9 meV corresponding to
maxima of the soft phonon density of states expected fr
the dispersion curves observed in LuNi2B2C by neutron
scattering at low temperatures [6]. There is also an ess
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FIG. 1. The second derivativesdsln RdydV of the I-V curves
(R  dVydI) for contacts ofRNi2B2C (R  Ho, Y) with Cu
and of LaNi2B2C with Ag, proportional to the electron-phonon-
interaction spectral functions. The dotted lines stand for th
supposed background. The contact parameters and meas
ing conditions are as follow. For HoNi2B2C: R  2.3 V,
sH k cd  0.5 T; for YNi 2B2C: R  16.6 V, sH ' cd  7 T;
for LaNi2B2C: R  0.91 V, H  0. The insets show the
same data for the low bias voltages.

tial spectral intensity between 15 and 19 meV coincidin
with a flattening of the phonon dispersion curves. Th
PC spectrum of Y compound also reveals a soft phono
peak at about the same energy (4 meV). The impo
tance of the low-energy part of the EPI spectral functio
is strongly emphasized by the fact that the EPI spectru
of LaNi2B2C does not exhibit 4 and 9 meV soft phonon
modes. The observation of these features in the electron
phonon-interaction spectra of the superconducting com
pounds, unlike the nonsuperconducting LaNi2B2C, could
be connected with differences in the electronic structur
between members of the same homological row, such
the nesting of the Fermi surface mentioned above.

Because of the crystal field effects which force the Ho
magnetic moments to lay in thesabd plane [16], a field
oriented along thesabd plane influences the HoNi2B2C
magnetic structure much more than that parallel to th
c axis. We have observed a strong suppression of th
low-energy phonon structure in the PC spectra by the fie
of the order of a few tesla oriented parallel to thesabd
plane [Fig. 2(a)]. At higher fields, the remaining shal-
low maxima in thedsln RdydV sV d curves are almost field
independent andlocated at the same voltage positions
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FIG. 2. Magnetic-field dependences of PC spectra with low
energy phonons: (a) HoNi2B2C-Ag contact,R  0.62 V; (b)
YNi 2B2C-Cu contact,R  16.6 V; H k sabd. (c) LaNi2B2C-
Cu contact,R  2.08 V. T  4.2 K. Curves shifted verti-
cally by 20.5 with respect to each other.

The persistence of this spectral structure at higher fie
proves that the observed structure is not due to the
teraction with magnons since at high fields the magne
order is destroyed. Surprisingly, in nominally nonmag
netic YNi2B2C we also observe the field dependence f
the intensity of the softest (,4 meV) phonon peak for
fields higher than the upper critical fieldHc2s0d . 5 6 T
[Fig. 2(b)]. This may point to the possibility that a mag
netic field will destroy the nesting feature that gives rise
the phonon softening. The rather complicated magnet
field dependence of PC spectra is unusual for the E
and shows the tight interaction between the vibration
and magnetic degrees of freedom. Taking advantage
the fact that the field oriented parallel to thec axis in
HoNi2B2C does not disturb the magnetic structure muc
we used as small fieldsk c as only needed to suppress su
perconductivity in HoNi2B2C. For YNi2B2C, we applied
the smallest requisite fields perpendicular to thec direc-
tion. There is no reason to expect magnetic anisotropy
this material [17], as also supported by our experimen
on other crystal directions. These conditions correspo
-
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to the observation of the most intense low-energy phono
structure achievable in our experiments. The PC spe
tra of LaNi2B2C are essentially independent on magneti
field [Fig. 2(c)].

The spectra of all three compounds have a simila
background which increases linearly with voltage with a
saturating behavior for voltages above about 100 mV a
shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 1. The spectroscopi
condition [d # minslin,

p
linle] is probably not fulfilled

at about 100 meV leading to a not well resolved high
energy boron vibrational mode in our spectra. Some o
the spectra taken on HoNi2B2C with the contact axis
oriented parallel to thec direction show a wide maximum
around 100 meV corresponding to the thermal regim
[18], without any traces of superconductivity and low-
energy EPI peaks. However, for the HoNi2B2C spectrum
in Fig. 1, any structure around 100 meV is absent wit
the presence of superconductivity in the contact area
revealed by the Andreev-reflection signal in the spectr
From these observations the high-frequency boron mod
seems to be not vitally important for superconductivity.

The linear background signal at small energies cann
be described by the additional electron scattering o
the nonequilibrium distribution of generated phonon
leading to the usually observed energy integral of th
phonon spectrum for the background. The low-energ
background could be a signature of the importance o
electron-electron scattering processes due to the exchan
interaction in these materials.

Using Eq. (1) and subtracting the background we obta
the PC EPI spectral functionsgPCsvd shown in Fig. 3
[19]. The integration of the curves in Fig. 3 gives
PC EPI parameterslPC  2

R
gP Csvd dvyv. Previous

experience with conventional superconductors has show
that in the case of large-Fermi-surface metalslPC . l,
wherel is the electron-phonon interaction parameter use

FIG. 3. Point-contact spectral functionsgPC of the electron-
phonon interaction in HoNi2B2C, YNi2B2C, and LaNi2B2C.
937
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in the strong-coupling theory of superconductivity. W
cannot estimate the absolute value oflP C since the regime
of current flow is not known. Supposing that to be th
same for typical contacts we find the following inequalit
row based on many PC spectra investigated

lLaNi2B2C , lYNi2B2C , lHoNi2B2C . (2)

The l parameter for LaNi2B2C is the smallest as ex-
pected, but that for HoNi2B2C appears to be larger than
for YNi 2B2C thoughTc,HoNi2B2C , Tc,YNi2B2C. This may
be due to our underestimation of the EPI in YNi2B2C
since we are forced to apply relatively large fields to su
press superconductivity in this compound, decreasing
intensity of the soft phonon mode, too. On the other han
the enhancement of the soft phonon peaks in the PC
spectra by magnetism in HoNi2B2C may be the cause of
the enhancedl in this material despite itsTc is lowered
by the magnetic scattering. Further study of the field d
pendence of EPI spectra in the superconducting mater
should clarify this point.

In conclusion, we have shown the effectiveness
point-contact spectroscopy in the study of the electro
phonon interaction spectral function both in superco
ducting and normal, magnetic and nonmagnetic, rare-ea
nickel borocarbides. To our knowledge up to now th
is the only experimental technique able to yield energ
resolved information on the electron-phonon interacti
in these compounds. The strong EPI with soft phon
modes is clearly demonstrated to be important for t
superconducting compounds and the first determinat
of EPI spectral functions with the estimates of thel pa-
rameters are made. The magnetic-field dependence of
point-contact spectra points to an enhancement of the
by magnetism.
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